Review of
Piper PA44 Seminole
Created by Alabeo

Intro

The PA44 Seminole is a four seated, low wing, non-pressurized, twin piston engine, light personal,
utility and training aircraft manufactured by the Piper Aircraft Company since the late 1970’s. The
Seminole is developed from the Piper Cherokee but features the high T-tail that is also found on the
Arrow IV.
The original engines on the Seminole was two 180hp (135kW) Lycoming O-360-E1A6D, however
these were later changed on the PA44 Seminole Turbo version to be the Lycoming O-360-A1H6 and
LO-360-A1H6 air-cooled, direct-drive, horizontal opposed four cylinder engines still with a 180hp
(135kW) at sea level, but with a greater and better performance at high density altitude.
Both engines each drive one Hartzel HC-C2Y(K,R) propeller which is a twin-bladed, constant speed,
fully feathering propeller with pitch control by oil/nitrogen pressure. The right propeller rotates in the
opposite direction as the left propeller and hereby eliminates the torque and provides the pilot with a
better control of the aircraft.

General Information & Aircraft Specs











Produced by
National Origin
First Flight
Introduction
Role
Produced
Built
Developed from
Status

Piper Aircraft
USA
1978
1979
Training and personal aircraft
Still in production











Crew
Capacity
Length
Height
Wingspan
Wing Area
Empty Weight
MTOW
Power Plant

1
3 passengers
27ft 7.2in (8.41m)
8ft 6in (2.59m)
38ft 8in (11.77m)
184ft2 (17.1m2)
2,360 lb (1.070kg)
3,800 lb (1.723kg)
1x Lycoming O-360-A1H6 + 1x Lycoming LO-360-A1H6









Max Speed
Cruise Speed
Range
Service Ceiling
Rate of Climb
Takeoff Dist >50’
LD Dist >50’

202 kts
155 kts
1,000 miles (1,630km)
17,100ft (5,213m)
1,200 ft/min (366m/min)
2,200 ft (671m)
1,490ft (454m)

Piper Cherokee
Active

Purchase, Download and Installation

I purchased this download through www.FSPilotShop.com and the purchase and download when with
ease and was quickly completed. The connection to the download server at FSP is very good so the
complete download only took a few minutes.
The file name is ALA-300 and is app. 326Mb of size. There is a license key needed to complete the
installation, which is send directly to your mail address from FSP shortly after the payment process has
completed. The version that I have tested and which is covered by this review is v1.1.
There are in total five liveries included in the package together with one blank livery that can be used
by either professional livery designers or yourself to create a customized and personal livery. Each
livery is very well represented in the virtual hangar with a unique image for each livery – this is very
nice indeed when wanting to select a specific livery for the next flight. In regards to the virtual hangar,
the aircraft was also perfectly placed in the dropdown menu of Alabeo aircrafts.
Also the PA44 pack includes two panel options, one is a cockpit panel consisting of old steam gauges
and the other one is a brand new glass cockpit panel consisting of PFD and NG displays in form of the
Garmin G600. Both panel options include the Garmin GNS530 GPS system together with a basic set of
standby gauges.

To support the add-on Alabeo has included a variety of documentation in form of PDF files containing
information such as Normal Procedures including a check list for each part of a flight, Performance
Tables, Emergency Procedures, a Quick reference and recommendation file together with a PDF
explaining the Garmin G600, the Garmin GNS530 and the Autopilot.

The PA44 pack also includes integration with the payware GTN750 from Flight1 and the GNS530
from Reality XP – however, these integrations will only work for the FSX version of the aircraft. Since
I unfortunately do not own either the Flight1 or the Reality XP software I have not been able to test and
verify this part of the pack.
The installer for the aircraft includes an installer for both FSX, FSX-SE and P3D various versions. This
test was done using the FSX version and the installer featured an “auto-find” the correct FSX folder so
the installation was as simple as possible. The complete installation only took about a minute or so and
was without any issues what so ever.
When the aircraft has been installed you also get the possibility so select your preferred startup when
going for a flight. This can be either with the engines running ready for taxi or the cold and dark where
you have to process the complete startup procedure etc. This I do find to be a very nice detail since I
very much enjoy doing the complete startup.
The documentation for the Garmin G600 is fair and okay and is a PDF file of total 10 pages explaining
what each knob / button does and what the various information within the PFD are. The same details
are also covered for the NG which is actually a MFD (Multi Function Display – Map Group as stated
by Alabeo). The MFD also features a very nice TAWS function which is Terrain Awareness and
Warning System which absolutely adds to the overall experience of the Garmin G600.

The documentation for the Garmin GNS530 is however not that well explained – there is a short
description of the knobs/buttons and a little bit of the ETA part of the display. The documentation is
only a 2 pages PDF file, so if you as a simmer would like to dig deeper into how, why and etc. with the
GNS530 I would recommend finding additional information on the internet. The same goes for the
autopilot documentation – it is fair but only a 2 page PDF file with a short description of each button.

External

I started my view of the Seminole by taking a tour around the exterior of the aircraft. What I found was
a very realistic aircraft model which is very well in accordance with the real Seminole. The model
features high quality textures, lots of details, a nice and sharp finish and I especially like that I could
see all the rivets, all the small markings and even some scratches on the wings and the fuselage. Also
the reflections created when viewing the wings and fuselage in various light settings is certainly
remarkable and which all contributes to add even more to my experience of the aircraft model.
The model features some effects like the light effect and the propeller effect. The light effect is good
quality with light that are warm but still very clear and fits the model nicely. The placing of the lights
are in accordance to the real Seminole and the effect of the light on the runway is very good – I do have
REX Overdrive installed which also twists the lights on the environments, but I don’t think the
program does anything to the lights on the aircrafts, so my experience of the Seminole light effect I am
quite sure is the model itself.
The propeller effect is very good and do resemble actual propellers rotating at various rpms. I was also
indeed very happily surprised to verify that the propellers on each engine are rotating separate ways as
per the Seminoles propellers in real life. However, I could not see any animation for the propeller blade
pitch which I had hoped for, but maybe the animation is created but not visible since the control of the
propeller blades pitch is by oil/nitrogen and not by the pilot and a control lever.
When powering up the engine the cockpit started to shake until the propellers were at idle – that
certainly was a superb detail that absolutely added to the realism of the aircraft. Also the model features
a smoke effect but this only when starting up the engines. First you get a few dark bursts just when the
engines ignites and then when the engines reaches idle you get some white smoke which do seem fairly
realistic and again contributes to add realism and soul to the experience of the aircraft.
Animations are also included in the aircraft model and I found animations such as the standard controls
(the elevator, ailerons and rudder) but also gear up/down, gear suspension, doors open/close, flaps
up/down, wheels rotating, nose wheel turning, side window in the pilots door open/close and cowl flaps
on each engine open/close incrementally. All animations are created very realistically and with a nice
smooth motion which fits the model nicely. The motion of the flaps and gear is very realistic and I am
quite sure the “speed” of the motion is fairly in accordance with real life.
The model also features a trolley that can be placed on the nose wheel when the engines are off and the
parking brake is set. Also various tags and covers around the aircraft as e.g. on the engines air-intakes
etc. It is created so that the aircraft can visually look like an aircraft parked for a long time or placed in
a hangar – this also enables the simmer to start the flight experience even before going into the cockpit.

Internal

Going from the outside of the aircraft to the inside I now found myself sitting is a very realistic cockpit
environment. There are two virtual cockpit versions where one features the old steam gauges and the
other features a new glass cockpit with the Garmin G600 but also still do have a basic set of standby
gauges. There is unfortunately no 2D cockpit included in this add-on which I think is too bad, even
though I personally prefer the virtual cockpit, then I know that several simmers also enjoys the 2D
cockpit.
The virtual cockpit is very well made and quite realistic. It resembles the images that I found on the
internet of the real Seminole nicely. The seats and the overall cabin are beautifully modeled and
features high quality textures, a great and clean finish and an eye for the details. The 3D effect created /
depth performance is certainly realistic and flying this aircraft using a head-tracker absolutely made the
flying experience superb.
Another detail that I noticed was the small scratches on the windshield as you most certainly would
find on any real aircraft. Also the reflections from the sun passing over the cockpit panel during e.g. a
turn are superbly created and are indeed very realistic.
Instead of a 2D cockpit a “selection window” is featured where the simmer can select various setups as
e.g. a “cold and dark cockpit” or “ready for taxi”. The simmer can also here add the reflections on the
instruments or open the various doors, hide/unhide the co-pilot and the G600 avionics together with
applying static elements as chocks and covers etc.
There are several animations created for the virtual cockpit as well as for the exterior model. In the
virtual cockpit I found animations such as the various levers, buttons, toggle switches, the doors, the
side window, trims, sun visor and of course all the primary controls as rudder pedals, yoke and throttle
quadrant levers. All animations are very realistic and created with a nice smooth motion that again adds
to the overall impression of the aircraft.
I actually also discovered some effects in the virtual cockpit that absolutely gave me an awesome
experience. When starting up the engines or for that matter shutting down the engines, the cockpit
panel would shake when the engines are not operating minimum at idle. This is very realistic and true
to real life and certainly fit the model perfectly since this aircraft features piston engines and not jet or
turboprop engines. This is a small detail but a detail that in my opinion creates a very powerful and
realistic experience of actually starting up this aircraft and going for a flight. Overall I was very
impressed with the virtual cockpits – both the old fashioned steam gauges cockpit as well as the brand
new G600 glass cockpit.

Sound

The sound set included in this aircraft is a complete sound of the engines at various rpms also including
both a startup and shutdown sound set. Additionally there are added a variety of environmental sounds
for the cockpits as clicking the switches, changing the settings on the mixtures and pitch levers,
opening the doors, raising or lowering the gear and flaps, but also when opening the small side window
I found a wind sound that were very realistic and which was also a nice detail.
The general engine sound is very realistic and resembles a twin piston engine sound nicely and the
overall sound quality is clear and very good. There is a complete sound set included that does cover the
entire aircraft from cold and dark to engines shutdown featuring about all sounds found when doing a
flight. This e.g. also goes for the wheels touching down on the runway together with various chimes
and warnings etc.
I tested the sounds in both ordinary stereo, 2.1 stereo featuring two front speakers and a sub and also in
a full 7.1 surround sound setup. The sounds work beautifully in all settings and there is a clear change
in the sound when moving around the aircraft but also inside the aircraft.
I did miss a sound set covering the aircraft entering a stall, like a rumbling sound of the wind – this was
however not included.

Flight Dynamics and Characteristics

Next area of testing is the flight dynamics which can be fairly difficult to actually test. I have never
flown this aircraft in real life, however I have flown both a Cessna C-172 and a Rally 180 which of
course is not a Seminole, but still provides a nice similarity.
I tested the Seminole against various specs and found an overall fair flight dynamic. First I tested the
wheel brakes if they could actually hold the Seminole through a complete engine test/warm-up. This is
not really a flight dynamics test, but still a test that I wanted to include. The wheel brakes could very
easily hold the Seminole throughout the complete engine test and warm-up which I would also assume
would be true to real life.
Next test was the take-off distance which I tested on a fully fueled Seminole with only the pilot. The
season was summer time and with a QNH of 1013, 580F and a dew point of 400F. Location was at the
small airport EKHG Skinderholm Airport, Denmark which features a 1,200m long runway using
VidanDesigns EKHG scenery for correct airport runway length. It is stated that the take-off distance
should be 2,200’ = 671m and after a relatively short roll I was airborne about 50% down the runway
meaning that the take-off distance is very well in accordance with the specs.
I could get a climb rate of 1,200’ per minutes with an IAS of 108 kts from 0-3,500’ ALT and from here
the performance slowly decreased. This is also very much in accordance with the specs, but I now set
my goal for the service ceiling with is stated to be 17,100’ ALT. I climbed the Seminole to 11,500’
with full throttle and full mixture which was the max altitude with full mixture. When decreasing the
mixture slowly to minimum during the additional climb I experience that I could climb the Seminole to
an altitude of 20,700’ with a climb rate of about 250’/min. This is quite a lot more that stated in the
specs – actually more than +20% in deviation which I find to be not so well in accordance with the
specs.
I now set my focus on the Max IAS – the specs indicate 202 kts and the IAS gauges very nicely
indicated the exact same. My experience was that when exceeding the 202 kts I got the overspeed
warning which was perfectly in accordance to the specs. I also tested the max cruise speed which is
stated to be 155 kts, however I could only reach 150 kts at an altitude of 5,000’ but I will accept that
deviation as being within a fair range.
Stall was the very next test where I started to see if the stalling speed would change at two different
setups. Configuration one was ALT 1,500’ with gear down and full flaps – according to the IAS gauge
the stall should appear at 56 kts and what I experienced was a stall stating when the IAS came down to
58 kts – that was quite okay. Then I would also see if there was any difference doing the exact same
altitude but instead with gear and flaps up. In real life there should be a difference and my experience

was that the aircraft now stalled when coming down to 62 kts. That I was happy to see and I could
thereby conclude that using the flaps do make a change in the flight dynamics profile as according to
real life.
I now continued the stall test by taking the aircraft to 2,500’ of altitude and doing a straight out stall
with 200 nose-up and level wings. When the stall appeared the nose just slowly went down and the
aircraft gained airspeed again. Unfortunately I did not experience any cockpit shakes or rumbling
sound of the wind going over the stalled wing profile which I would have assumed.
Hereafter I did the same setup but included a bank of 450 to the right. When the aircraft stalled it was
like if the left wing stalled first and then dropping until I had a left bank of about 450 and hereafter it
just continued to “wobble” from the right to the left to the right until it eventually gained control by
itself. I found this behavior to be a little unrealistic and I would have assumed I would go into a small
controlled spin or at least something similar to that. Again I did not experience any cockpit shakes or
noises of the wind.
Last I set up an aggressive stall with a 600 pitch nose-up combined with a 450 left bank. The result was
something similar to a flat spin and the aircraft could not recover by itself – the pilot was needed to
make action and the aircraft came quite easily out of the spin or what it was. I did not find that to be
very realistic unfortunate and again no cockpit shakes or noises of the wind.
I also tested the Seminoles ability to fly on one engine – I could not find any specific data on this test
but normally I would assume that it should be possible and it also was. I could fly the aircraft using just
one engine, actually not just keep the altitude, but actually also climbing slowly, well as long as the
altitude was below 5,000’ anyway.
One very nice detail I noticed was during take-off and also during the landing roll, and that was that the
cockpit did shake as per real life. This was very nice to see but it only works if you are not using a head
tracker. Overall I find the flight dynamics to be reasonable but not perfect.

Conclusion

My conclusion of the Piper PA44 Seminole created by Alabeo is that this add-on is a good quality
aircraft add-on that features a very well made and very realistic model that resembles the real world
Seminole nicely. The model features a great many details and animations and also uses high quality
textures.
There is unfortunately no 2D cockpit included, but instead Alabeo has created a very beautiful virtual
cockpit with the selection possibility to use the aircraft featuring either old fashioned steam gauges, or
a brand new glass cockpit built with the Garmin G600 avionics.
The flight dynamics are fair however with some deviations but still provide a great flightsim
experience. The atmosphere created in the virtual cockpit is very realistic with cockpit shakes during
take-off/ landing rolls and engine start-up together with high quality textures, great depth performance
and a clean finish.
The sound set is a complete sound set covering all engine rpms as well as the startup and shutdown of
the engines. Together with the engines sound you also get a very comprehensive environmental sound
set for wind, flaps, gear, roll, switches, chimes etc. The complete sound set is of a good quality with a
clear and realistic sound.
The add-on had a slight impact on the loading time but absolutely no impact on the frame rates during
flight.
I you are into GA aviation and specifically into twin engine props, then I would recommend this
aircraft as a nice twin engine prop of a good quality. The Seminole scores a beautiful 4.24 out of 5.00
and I would like to thank Alabeo for creating another nice aircraft add-on for the flightsim community.
Keep up the good work Alabeo!
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Technical Requirements









Windows Vista/7/8 (32 or 64 bit)
FSX with SP1 and SP2 or Acceleration Pack installed or Steam Edition
Lockheed Martin P3D v2.5 or v3.0+
Pentium 2GHz or similar/better
Minimum 2Gb RAM
512Mb Graphics Card
900Mb available hard disk space
Active internet connection (only required for installation)

Review Computer Specifications












Windows 10 (64-bit)
FSX + Acceleration Pack installed
Intel Core™ i7-4790K 4x4.00GHz (Turbo 4x4.40GHz)
Asus Maximus VII Ranger (ROG-series)
Antec Kuhler H20 650 Water Cooler
Kingston HyperX Beast-series 32Gb DDR3-2133 RAM
500Gb Samsung 850 EVO SSD
3Tb Seagate Barracura (7200rpm, 6Gb/s)
Asus GeForce GTX 980 Strix OC 4Gb
150/150Mbit Fiber Internet Connection
REX Overdrive for FSX

